December 21, 2018

In my opinion, Anthony Carr is a winner on many levels.
If legendary filmmaker Martin Scorsese were to read the life and times of Anthony Carr, no
doubt a Hollywood movie would quickly follow.
Carr's amazing story – from fighting to stay alive on the poor streets of Toronto, to rubbing
elbows (and palms) with Hollywood’s greatest screen stars, European royalty and heads of state
– is truly a walk on the wild side, an incredible adventure of rags to riches (then back to rags
again).
Anthony grew up running errands for a lot of organized crime's bad guys. Noted gangster Roy
Pasquale was Anthony's Godfather (see “The Weasel” by National Post crime reporter and
author, Adrian Humphreys). Many of the mobsters named in his recent best-selling book were
well-known to Anthony and his family.
For the past 50-plus years Anthony, who possesses an amazing gift of predicting the future, has
given psychic and palm readings to Kings, Queens, paupers and thieves, movie stars, murderers
and mob bosses so mean.
He was also a prominent freelance writer for the Toronto Sun. In fact, in my early days as
Executive Editor of the Sun, I used Anthony on many occasions to give us his predictions and
low and behold, the guy is uncanny! More right than wrong. It was Anthony who predicted, in
great detail, 9/11 and Bin Laden's eventual burial at sea.
The world's most documented psychic has, over the years, been many times endorsed by other
psychics: “remarkable” being the most often used word to describe Anthony's talent. Growing up
a 98-pound weakling, Anthony hit the gym and eventually won the bodybuilding title of Mr.
Dominion of Canada. His story has no boundaries, a kid from the wrong side of the tracks rising
up to share champagne and roses with some of the world's most powerful people.
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